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Advocacy

Advocacy is the process of sharing information in       

strategic ways to increase awareness and educate about a 

particular issue, for the purposes of building support and 

commitment to positively change or influence an issue. 

Advocacy can take many shapes and forms, and can be 

undertaken by an individual, organization or an array of 

organizations. It is an effective tool to mobilize research 

into real action. 

Advocacy activities involve raising the awareness of 

political and community leaders; promoting the creation 

or reform of policies; and ensuring the implementation 

and enforcement of current policies. Building public 

awareness is a key component of advocacy because 

investment in an issue is where the processes for change 

often begin.
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The recently released report – Making Food Matter: 
Strategies for Activating Change Together – repre-
sents the most comprehensive research on com-
munity food security in Nova Scotia to date, high-
lighting current challenges and opportunities for 
agriculture and fisheries, including how to achieve 
healthy, just and sustainable food systems in Nova 
Scotia. 

 ❉   Co-led by the Food Action Research Centre 
(FoodARC) and the Nova Scotia Food Security 
Network (NSFSN). 

 ❉   Builds on a decade of nationally-recognized 
participatory research and action. 

 ❉   Involves nearly 70 partner organizations and 
more than 600 research participants. 

The Departments of Agriculture and Fisheries and Aquaculture play a key role in building healthy, 
just and economically and environmentally sustainable food systems in Nova Scotia through current 
departmental initiatives (e.g., Growing Forward 2, Think Farm, Select Nova Scotia) and cross-governmental 
commitments (i.e., Thrive!, Now or Never Report, and the Environmental Goals and Sustainable Prosperity 
Act). 

We would like to have someone assigned to a “Make Food Matter” file to work with us on an ongoing basis, 
as we work collaboratively with community, the private sector and provincial government departments to 
develop policy options that ensure the success of Nova Scotia in relation to food production, access, and 
affordability. 

In past years, a staff person in the Department of Agriculture sat on the Nova Scotia Food Security Network 
coordinating committee and was regularly involved and apprised of the work of FoodARC, the Nova Scotia 
Food Security Network, and our community partners. For at least two years, this connection has not 
existed for a variety of reasons. 

Research Results 
Nova Scotians have always been innovative, re-
sourceful and resilient when it comes to our food. 
Fisheries and agriculture are our economic back-
bone, and food is valued as part of our history and 
our future. 

While we were the only province to see an increase 
in the total number of new farms —up 2.9% between 
2006 and 2011, this growth is offset by the fact that 
most of our food is still imported from outside the 
province. In 2008, only 13% —down from 17% in 
1997—of our food dollars made it back to local farms. 
Despite Nova Scotia ranking as Canada’s second 
major exporter of seafood, with 112,474 tonnes of 
seafood harvested in 2010, Nova Scotians only con-
sumed 22,000 tonnes of seafood annually (not nec-
essarily harvested or processed locally). Through this 
research, citizens, food entrepreneurs, and farmers 
and fishers shared their experiences producing and 
accessing local food, including barriers and oppor-
tunities to selling locally. 

Our findings point to multiple, interrelated issues 
that offer timely and significant opportunities for 
sector and economic development. Nova Scotians 
want local food, and the local food dollar has huge 
potential for rural revitalization, but we have consid-
erable work to do to reach our goals. 
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With the support of departmental 
staff and government commitment, 
the following are timely initiatives 
that could greatly enhance food 
entrepreneurship, resilience, and 
economic vitality of rural and urban 
communities: 

 ❉   Create simple tools to facilitate navigation of 
food-related regulations and licensing (e.g., quality 
assurance, labelling, food safety and handling, 
distribution) to remove barriers for new entrants 
and small businesses. The system of regulations, 
rules, and licenses was identified as complex 
and confusing for those transitioning into food-
related businesses and creates barriers to business 
development. 

 ❉   Complete a policy review to ensure scale-
appropriateness of regulations and licensing. Many 
of these regulations are designed to ensure critical 
food safety, but are geared to the largest scale 
operations. The associated cost and infrastructure 
burdens are disproportionately experienced by 
social enterprise, food entrepreneurs, new entrants, 
small-scale businesses, and businesses growing 
from small to medium size, thereby reducing 
competitiveness. Creating scale-appropriate 
regulations could maintain critical safety and 
oversight while allowing the sector to flourish. 

 ❉   Assess and fill infrastructure gaps to better 
enable small/medium sized producers to sell 
food locally, including through institutional 
procurement. Many research participants spoke 
of gaps in existing physical infrastructure needed 
to support and expand production, processing, 
storage, and wholesale and retail opportunities 
(e.g., freezers, greenhouses, abattoirs, year-round/
indoor farmers’ markets). Participants also spoke 
of the need to facilitate the improvement and 
coordination of local food product transportation/
distribution. 

 ❉   Enhance domestic marketing of lobster, 
including improved education and awareness and 
local market development in partnership with 

key industry stakeholders. Industry stakeholders 
interviewed spoke of the significant and untapped 
potential to further position lobster as a vital 
community economic and food resource and the 
need to create more local, provincial, and Canadian 
demand. 

Conclusions 
Revitalizing local food production and distribution 
plays a role in sparking a culture of entrepreneurship 
in communities. Food production that has a local 
focus on small/medium sized enterprises has 
the potential to increase the economic multiplier 
factor, create rural jobs, and build a more resilient 
provincial economy and stronger social fabric in 
rural and urban areas alike. 

As growing food for local consumption is a priority 
for Nova Scotians, current public policy should 
ensure that the province can produce, process, and 
access local foods sustainably and competitively. 
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